
 

DECLARATION OF SUPPORT FOR THE DULY-ELECTED 

OFFICERS OF THE PGCAG  
By Leo Mendez Munoz in Clergy and Lay Leaders AG Asia Pacific   

 
 

   

We, the concerned 

ministers and friends of 

the Assemblies of God 

concur with the actions 

of our duly-elected 

officers of the PGCAG 

and express our 

unconditional and full 

support for the same. 

After much thought, 

prayers and consultation 

with well-meaning 

colleagues and friends, 

and having properly 

apprised ourselves of the 

facts and issues on hand, we have come to the conclusion that we ought to continue to 

support the decisions of the incumbent officers.  

   

It  must be emphasized that the decision to suspend  the Rev. D.A. Sobrepeña was done 

in accordance with the accepted rules and procedures and the constitution and by-laws 

of the PGCAG. 

   

A.  Valid complaints were filed against Rev. Sobrepeña for the following infractions: 

     

 Violation of the general council resolution 65-3; 

   

 Divisiveness and Insubordination; and 

   

 Conduct unbecoming of a  minister. 

   

     

Rev. Sobrepeña was extended the available avenues with which to refute and answer all 

allegations leveled against him. There was a proper venue for him to refute all these 

allegations against him, but for reasons known only to him, he failed and refused to do 

so. 

     

 Due process was carefully observed in implementing his just suspension. On numerous  

occasions, he was invited to present his side in connection with the charges levelled 

against him.  Indeed, invitations were sent to him dated August 12, 2010 and September 

29, 2010 after he stubbornly failed and refused to attend the meeting last August 12, 

2010 which was called for the purpose of hearing his side.  In fact, it was only on 

October 8, 2010 when he finally chose to appear before the executive presbytery to 

explain his side. 
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How then in the name of reason and common sense can it be said that he  was denied 

due process when it was duly documented that he rejected the  numerous opportunities 

given him to explain his side? More importantly the evidence which he belatedly 

presented were considered by the executive presbytery in reaching their decision almost 

1 year after the charges against him were filed.   

   

And more. It is relevant to note  that he only  questioned the composition of the 

committee when the unanimous decision of the Credentials Committee was  not in his 

favor. He was even informed by Rev.  Calusay that he can appeal to the General 

Presbytery if he so desired. For  reasons known only to him, he never did. Instead, he 

circulated a ten-page petition to reverse and annul the decision of Credentials 

Committee and furnished copies thereof, to all district officials and the Board of 

Trustees despite the Board's lack of  jurisdiction over matters such as these. The fact 

remains that Rev. Sobrepena chose the wrong venue to air his appeal/counter-charge. 

   

The actions of the so-called Board of Trustees did not conform to the established rules 

of our organization. To be sure, there is a committee  tasked to resolve matters of this 

nature, yet for reasons only known to them, they did not refer the matter to the proper 

forum having jurisdiction over the same. Instead, they took matters into their hands and 

sent a demand letter through their appointed law firm, Pedrigon Duclan and Associates 

demanding that the Executive Officers publicly apologize to Rev. Sobrepena and nullify 

the suspension order within 10 days from receipt of said letter with a threat of legal 

action if they failed to do so. 

   

 The so-called Board of Trustees is not the proper authority to meet and decide on 

matters involving the present leadership, as they cannot validly nullify the decision of 

the Executive Committee under our present By Laws. We can also question the quorum 

and procedures of conducting a meeting, considering that it is only the president who 

can call the meeting and the corporate secretary who is tasked to send notices of the 

meeting in accordance with Art. 10, Sec. 2, par. 3.  Unfortunately, neither the president 

nor the general secretary were informed of their so-called meeting and neither were they 

requested to call the same. 

   

It is likewise relevant to note that Rev. Emmanuel Basilio was not physically present 

during the CDO meeting but was merely requested to sign the resolution at a later time.  

Even one of the attendees of the said meeting, Rev. Esther Cebuala, admitted in her 

letter dated August 25, 2011 that this meeting was illegal and unofficial 

   

The so-called Board of Trustees acted outside their jurisdiction rendering their actions  

illegal and baseless. Sympathizing with their fellow minister may fall within their rights, 

however, overturning and voiding a valid order by the committee is beyond the scope of 

their prescribed duties under our By Laws. Lest they forget the presumption of 

regularity given the actions of the officers in the exercise of their functions unless 

proven otherwise. They should have exhausted all possible solutions to the conflict 

instead of arrogating unto themselves the power to resolve the  problem which, as per 

our rules, does not fall within the ambit of their responsibilities.  

 

A so-called resolution by some members of the Board of Trustees dated  June 21, 2011 

was passed recalling the suspension of Rev. Sobrepeña. It was followed by a signed 



manifesto by South Western Mindanao District Council (SWMDC): demanding 

"IMMEDIATE FULL RESTORATION OF HIS CURRENT CREDENTIAL and 

position as ASSISTANT GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT." Central Visayas & Lower 

Leyte (CVLL): demanding for the "IMMEDIATE FULL RESTOARATION OF HIS 

CURRENT CREDENTIAL and position as ASSISTANT GENERAL 

SUPERINTENDENT."  And Eastern Visayas District Council (EVDC): is asking for a 

"review of the case based on Article 16, Section 11, #7 and Article 10, Section 5, #1.".  

 

Some members of the Board of Trustees went even further as to file charges against the 

Executive Officers (July 20, 2011). They  informed the concerned officers of the 

complaint against them only on August 22, 2011, suspended the officers on August 10, 

2011 and ordered them to vacate and turn over documents, etc. on August 22, 2011to 

the very person the Executive Officers just suspended---Rev. Sobrepeña. What is 

appalling is that they filed the charges, rendered their decision thereon, and ordered said 

officers to vacate their positions and turnover all records to the so-called "new leader" in 

less than two weeks (from August 10 to 23, 2011) without notice and hearing.Is  this 

their idea of forgiveness and reconciliation, as stated in their  manifesto? What about 

due process? Were  the officers given the chance to confront  their accusers and present 

evidence in their defense? Were they even given the chance to defend themselves?  It is 

worth noting  that Article XVI Sec.11 no.7 of our By Laws does not grant this power to 

take any action against the Executive Officers to the BoT but to the Credentials 

Committee. Where then did they derive their so-called authority to perform their 

actions? 

   

B.  A valid suspension is implemented. 

   

All members of the organization are duty bound to follow the valid decisions of our 

duly elected leaders and reject the unauthorized  actions of the misguided members of 

the organization. The actuation's of some of the BoT members in disregarding the 

official actions of the Credentials Committee do not inspire unity, reconciliation and 

forgiveness, as their manifesto suggests.  Maybe we should take a closer look on the so-

called reconciliation which has, thus far, merely served to divide PGCAG. What are the 

proposals of the parties? Are these proposals or demands? What are those people who 

started this brouhaha willing to sacrifice? Indeed, there is no sacrifice for one who has  

nothing to lose but everything to gain from the chaos which he is responsible for. 

   

Perhaps it is time for us to read the By Laws and the Corporation Code which we are 

tasked to uphold and apply, in order to allow us to view matters in their proper 

perspective -- free of double standards, intrigues and baseless accusations. Indeed, as 

leaders, we must think independently,  act intelligently and perform our functions 

accordingly. 

   

Our primordial role is to spread the Word of God. How much time have we wasted on 

issues which we would not have even dignified had we just read the pertinent provisions 

of our By Laws and the Corporation Code which are self-explanatory? 

   

  


